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Abstract

The Picture naming test is a widely accepted method to assess the cognitive deterioration in patients with Dementia. It is pre-
sumed to require access to semantic memory and so would be a valuable tool in analysing the nature of semantic deterioration. 
Language functioning and social performance has been to gradually decrease with progression of the disease. The aim of this study 
was to identify the differences between confrontation naming and generative or divergent naming in patients with dementia of Al-
zheimer’s type and to provide insight into the representations within semantic memory. Both of these naming tasks have been found 
to be effective in identifying dementia as well as provide insight into the progression of the disease. Confrontation naming involves 
direct selection of a semantic memory category in response to a visually presented stimulus. Divergent naming includes accessing a 
multitude of words that are triggered by the presentation of auditory stimuli. The confrontation naming task used was picture nam-
ing and the generative or divergent naming task was verbal fluency task. The current study considered a control group (30) and an 
experimental group with age and gender matched individuals (30). The picture naming task consisted of 20 pictures of commonly 
used everyday objects. Category Fluency Task with Subtask I (living) and subtask II (non-living) was used. There was a noticeable 
difference in performance in both tasks between the control group and experimental group. It is also important to note that the 
experimental group performed significantly lower in the divergent naming task compared to the confrontational naming task. This 
might be attributed to the presence of the visual stimuli contributing as a cue in the confrontation naming task. Divergent naming 
or Category fluency necessitates the recall of multiple responses from a hierarchically and categorically organised information. This 
indicates that naming tasks can be used to identify semantic deterioration, thereby aiding in the early diagnosis and intervention of 
individuals with Dementia. 
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Introduction
Memory is an important aspect of human cognition and refers 

to the storage and retrieval of any and all forms of information. 

The three major classifications of memory are as follows: sen-
sory memory, short-term memory (STM), and long-term memory 
(LTM). Information from our environment is stored by sensory 
memory, making it possible for this information to be accessible in 
the future. STM refers to the information processed by a person in 
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a short period of time. Working memory performs this processing. 
LTM allows us to store that information for long periods of time. 
This information may be retrieved consciously (explicit memory) 
or unconsciously (implicit memory) [1].

In long-term memory, there is declarative and non-declarative 
memory. Within declarative memory, we find both episodic memo-
ry and semantic memory.

Episodic memory is the concept of recollecting instances that 
happened in one’s own past. It is different from Semantic memory 
in the sense that semantic memory is factual and context based.

Human beings can represent concepts in language. This ability 
allows us not only to communicate conceptual knowledge to oth-
ers, but also to manipulate, associate, and combine these concepts. 
Binder and Desai found that “humans use conceptual knowledge 
for much more than mere interaction. Everything about humans, 
culture, science, literature, social institutions, religion, and art, is 
constructed from conceptual knowledge” [2]. Reasoning, planning 
for the future or reminiscing about the past depend on this concep-
tual knowledge which is stored in semantic memory [3].

The specific sensory, motor and emotional modality all partici-
pate in understanding language and there are large regions of the 
brain (the inferior parietal lobe and a large part of the temporal 
lobe) involved in tasks related to understanding. All these regions 
are involved in perception processing, and their united involve-
ment allow supramodal representations of perceptual experience. 
Conceptual functions, including language, social cognition, object 
recognition, and the extraordinary human ability to remember the 
past and imagine the future all stem from this supramodal repre-
sentation [2]. Consequently, it is agreed that semantic memory con-
sists of two representations: a specific modality and supramodal 
modality.

LTM refers to unlimited information storage that can be main-
tained for long periods, even for life. 

Implicit memory includes all unconscious memories, as well 
as certain abilities or skills. The four types of implicit memory are 
procedural, associative, non-associative and priming. 

Semantic memory

Semantic memory is an organised knowledge of words and nec-
essary for the use of language, it contains information and knowl-

edge of the world, of objects, facts, concepts, features and words 
and their meanings [6,7].

Episodic and Semantic memory are two information process-
ing systems that (a) selectively receive information from percep-
tual systems or other cognitive systems, (b) retain various aspects 
of this information and (c) upon instruction, transfer specific re-
tained information to other systems, including those responsible 
for translating it into behaviour and conscious awareness. The two 
systems are different from each other in the sense of the nature 
of stored information, the autobiographical versus cognitive ref-
erence, the conditions and consequences of retrieval and also in 
terms of their dependence upon each other. 

Episodic memory perceives and stores information about 
temporally dated episodes or events, and temporal-spatial rela-
tions between these events. A perceptual event can be stored in 
the episodic system completely as to its perceptible properties or 
attributes and it is always stored in terms of its autobiographical 
reference to the already existing contents of the episodic memory 
store, also making the retrieved contents accessible to inspection. 
The system is quite susceptible to modification and/or loss of in-
formation. The form of external information or input registered in 
the episodic memory can be strongly influenced by the semantic 
memory store. This phenomenon is known as encoding- it is also 
possible for the episodic system to operate relatively independent-
ly of the semantic system. 

Semantic memory is extremely important for language, it is a 
mental thesaurus. It is the organised knowledge a person possess-
es about words and other verbal symbols, their meaning and refer-
ence, about relations among them, and about rules, formulas, and 
algorithms for the usage of these symbols, concepts and relations. 
Semantic memory does not register the perceptual property of in-
puts, but rather cognitive referents of input signals. The semantic 
system permits the retrieval of information that was not directly 
stored in it, and retrieval of information from the system leaves 
its contents unchanged, although any act of retrieval constitutes 
an input into episodic memory. The semantic system is addition-
ally much less susceptible to involuntary transformation and loss 
of information than the episodic system. Finally, the semantic sys-
tem maybe quite independent of the episodic system in recording 
and maintaining information since identical storage consequence 
maybe brought about by a great variety of input signals. [6]. Fur-
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thermore, semantic memory is presumed not to be localized to one 
neuroanatomical region but rather to reflect activation of modality-
specific information encoded within a widely distributed network 
of regions. This hypothesis is supported by various articles carried 
out on functional imaging of semantic processing, on normal in-
dividuals as well as individuals with neuropsychological disorders 
[8]. 

Dementia is a condition characterized by a decline in cognitive 
function and memory from previously attained intellectual levels, 
which is sustained over a period of months or years. The deterio-
ration is of such severity that it impairs the affected individual’s 
ability to work, and to perform activities of daily living, includ-
ing communication [9]. There are a number of types of dementia, 
from Dementia of Alzheimer,s type to vascular dementia, lewy 
body dementia and Fronto temporal dementia. Though each type 
of dementia is different, it has overlapping symptoms and concur-
rent comorbidities. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by 
prominent episodic memory impairment whereas in other types 
of dementia, other domains are more primarily affected, such as 
executive functioning in vascular dementia (VaD) [10]. Contrary to 
Alzheimer’s disease, patients with semantic dementia have rela-
tively intact episodic memory as seen by normal orientation and 
good memory for recent life events. They perform poorly on tests 
of anterograde verbal memory, but show normal, or near normal, 
performance on visually based recognition memory tests until late 
in the course of the disease [11].

Though there are multiple studies that discuss the semantic 
memory components between patients with different types of de-
mentia, very few studies compare the efficiency of one task of se-
mantic memory over the other. This study would give information 
on the efficacy of the tests used and to the extent they contribute 
to the assessment of patients with Dementia of Alzheimer’s type.

Aim of the Study
The aim of this study was to compare the performance of pa-

tients with Dementia of Alzheimer’s type and a control group of age 
and gender matched individuals on tasks of Semantic memory. The 
tasks used were picture naming and Category fluency. 

Methodology
In order to compare and investigate the relationship between 

confrontation naming and generative naming, two tasks were used. 

The first task was picture naming and the next, Category fluency.

The study consisted of two groups, Group I and Group II. Group 
I was the experimental group and consisted of 30 adults between 
the ages of 55 - 80 years, diagnosed with Dementia of Alzheimer’s 
type. They were all assessed by neuropsychological measures and 
found to have cognitive deterioration. All individuals were chosen 
based on their Mild to moderate range of difficulty in both MMSE 
(Mini Mental Status Examination) and CDRS (Clinical Dementia 
Rating Scale).

Group II was the control group made of 30 age and gender 
matched normal aging adults. These subjects were found to have 
scores in the normal level in both MMSE and CDRS. Persons with 
other neurological deficits or interfering issues such as stroke, 
alcoholism, drug abuse, learning disability, head injury or major 
medical illnesses were excluded. 

Task I: Naming

To assess the picture naming ability, ‘naming’, one of the sub-
tests of Western Aphasia Battery (WAB), developed and standard-
ized by Andrew Kertesz in 1982 [12] was selected. In WAB, it is a 
object naming task. For this purpose, it was modified into a picture 
naming task with 20 pictures of common objects used in everyday 
situations. All pictures were in colour.

Instructions

The subjects were instructed to name the picture that they are 
presented with, before showing pictures of the target items. Dem-
onstration was carried out before the actual task. In the absence of 
an immediate response, the client was provided with a phonemic 
cue to elicit the response. The reaction time for each item was re-
corded. 

Scoring

The responses were scored based on the scoring that was given 
in the WAB test tool. If there was no or incorrect responses to the 
visual stimulus, a phonemic cue was presented. A maximum of 20 
seconds was allowed for each item. A score of 3 was given if named 
correctly, 2 for a recognizable phonemic paraphasia, and 1, if a pho-
nemic cue was required. A maximum score of 60 is possible in this 
task
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Category fluency task (CFT) or divergent naming task

Category fluency tasks are a measure of executive functions 
and language. It had two subtasks. Subtask I was Living Things - 
in which the subjects were asked to produce as many exemplars 
as possible from the ‘animal’ category and Subtask II was man - 
made objects in which the subjects were asked to produce as many 
exemplars as possible from the ‘supermarket items’ category. For 
each category, the subjects were allowed 60 seconds to generate as 
many words as possible orally. 

Instructions

Subjects were instructed as follows: “I’m going to give you a cat-
egory and ask you to name all the different examples that you can 
think of from that category in one minute. For instance, if I said 
vegetables, you might say carrot, tomato etc”. 

Scoring

The scoring was given based on the number of items correctly 
produced within each category. A score of 1 was given for every 
correct response. Repetitions were not considered for scoring. A 
mean score of 12.58 - 18.51 is considered to be normal for South 
Indian adults [13].

Results and Discussion
The scores obtained in this method was analyzed using Statis-

tical package for social sciences (SPSS) software (17.0 version). 
Independent t test was used to compare the significant difference 
between groups and gender for each task. The ‘p’ value of signifi-
cance thus obtained was considered to be ≥ 0.05. the performance 
score for each subtest was described using the statistical mean and 
standard deviation.

Number of 
subjects

Maximum 
score Mean Standard 

Deviation SD error Level of  
significance

Group I 30 60 38.80 9.725 1.776 0.000
Group II 30 60 54.73 4.143 0.756 0.000
(p value ≤ 0.05  
indicates significant 
level of difference)

Table 1

In the naming task, Group I obtained a mean score of 38.80 
which is lowest compared to Group II, that obtained a mean of 
54.73. The Standard Deviation values were 9.725 and 4.143 for 
Group I and Group II respectively. Statistical analysis through In-
dependent sample t test revealed that the scores of Group I and 
Group II were statistically significant with a “p” value of 0.000 (p 
≤ 0.05). 

These results are in line with the reports of Hodges., et al. in 
1996 [41] who studied the relationship between naming and the 
integrity of physical and associative knowledge in patients with 
DAT and matched controls. They concluded that DAT subjects per-
formed significantly lower in naming tasks compared to that of 
matched controls supporting the view that object naming depends 
upon access to a specific subset of semantic knowledge.

Silagi., et al. in 2015 [15] also found that Verbal semantic para-
phasia were the most frequent errors found in patients with Al-

zheimer’s disease. As the disease severity increased, the number 
of no-response errors increased. They also found that the group 
of individuals with moderate Alzheimer’s disease demonstrated a 
greater incidence of visual errors and unrelated verbal paraphasias 
compared with the other two groups and exhibited with a variety 
of errors.

Naming deficits is an indicator of overall language and cogni-
tive dysfunction and can be used to assess the importance of both 
perceptual and linguistic factors. Perceptual difficulty and word 
frequency contributed significantly to naming performance com-
pared to word length, were in demented patients [16].

Greater number of lexical errors observed in DAT subjects 
(Group I) for naming task is also been reported by Weiner, Neu-
becker, Bret and Hyman in 2008 [17]. While exploring the con-
frontational naming ability of Alzheimer’s disease patients, they 
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reported that relative to control subjects, AD patients committed 
more number of lexical errors when asked to name a target object.

Impaired picture naming by Group I was characterized by pa-
tients choosing words semantically related to the correct names of 
objects. For example, for fork, the frequent error observed was /
karandi/, i.e. ladle. Similarly, for pipe the response obtained was 
rod. Huff., et al. in 1986 [40] reported similar findings in Alzheim-
er’s disease patients using visually presented object naming task. 
They concluded that patients with AD have a semantic impairment 
that leads to difficulty in distinguishing among objects that are 
members of the same semantic category, and that this in turn leads 
to difficulty producing the names for objects. 

Out of the 20 items, the poorest mean was obtained for the 8th 
item (eraser) for both the groups. Other items performed poor-
est were 13th (paperclip), 14th (pipe) and 19th (fork) by Group II. 
Though the above mentioned items are common, they are not used 
in day to day situations by the elderly population assessed. Hence, 
members of both groups also found it difficult to remember items 
that they have come across but were used only rarely or/and in the 
early stages of their life. Anju., et al. in 2013 [18] reported similar 
findings for South Indian DAT population. 

Patients with DAT were observed to have an effect of semantic 
priming. i.e., some of these responses were observed to have a se-
mantic relationship with the stimuli presented. For example: ‘fork’ 
as ‘ladle’ and ‘pencil’ as ‘pen’. This effect could be contributed to the 
theory that patients with DAT have a difficulty in distinguishing be-
tween conceptually similar concepts because similar concepts are 
difficult to tell apart for patients as they share a large number of 
same preserved features [19]. 

There was a positive relationship observed between the pres-
ence of cues and the responses obtained in normal aging adults. 
In the presence of a phonemic cue, the responses were observed 
to improve in the case of the Group II, i.e. 20% of the subjects re-
sponded correctly. Whereas, there was no such relationship ob-
served in Group I. Melrose., et al. in 2009 [20] reported the neural 
correlates when a phonemic cue was provided during naming task. 
They observed that successful naming under this condition was as-
sociated with higher metabolic activity in bilateral inferior frontal 
gyrus (IFG), right superior frontal gyrus (SFG), left temporal and 
occipital regions.

Similar to the above findings, Cormier, Margison and Fisk in 
1991 [21] reported that the performance of Alzheimer’s subjects 
were impaired on all measures of naming and semantic fluency 
and, when their naming-test errors were analyzed, they showed 
higher proportions of perceptual errors and failures to respond.

Items 8 (eraser), 14 (pipe) and 16 (elastic) were observed to 
have had the longest average reaction time compared to other 
items in the naming task. The reaction time of the items were not 
related to the accuracy of the answers. The current study revealed 
that the average latencies for Group I was longer than Group II 
which was supported by the study done by Passafiume., et al. in 
2000 [22] whose results indicated that reading latency is longer in 
Alzheimer's patients than in normal subjects. Additionally, a study 
by Nebes and Brady in 1992 [23] revealed that the Absolute Reac-
tion Time (ART) between Alzheimer’s patients and normal controls 
increase as the complexity of the task increases not dependent on 
the cognitive function tested.

The current study observed paraphasia in very few of the total 
subjects tested. The paraphasias observed were semantic in nature 
and not phonological as supported by the study of Bayles and Tol-
moeda in 1983 [24] who proposed that phonological paraphasias 
are rarely produced by DAT patients in confrontational naming 
tasks. 

Also, it was observed that there existed no significant differ-
ence in performance between male and female subjects in both the 
groups. 

To conclude, AD patients often demonstrate a progressive de-
cline in performance on tasks that are dependent upon semantic 
memory, including word finding and picture naming [25]. It is also 
important to consider the possibility that conscious strategic pro-
cessing that is needed to access semantic representations may be 
impaired in the place of actual impaired semantic representations 
[26]. Melrose., et al. in 2009 [20] reported that naming deficits in 
AD may indicate compromise to temporal regions involved in the 
semantic knowledge network, and frontal regions involved in the 
controlled retrieval of information from that network.

The verbal fluency task required the rapid generation of words, 
typically constrained by semantic category. It consisted of 2 sub-
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tasks in it. Subtask I was living things (animals) and II was about 
man – made objects (supermarket items). The subjects had to say 
as many names as possible from each category presented to the 
subject. Each correct response carried a score of one. 

D’ cruz., et al. in 2013 [13] published the normative score for 
semantic category verbal fluency in South Indians which was con-
sidered as the cutoff normative score in this study. The normative 
range for the age range of 55 - 80 is 12.58 - 18.51 as reported. 

Subtask I: Living things (Animals)

The results indicate that Group I demonstrated a greater im-
pairment in this particular category. Group I obtained a mean value 

of 7.53 which was relatively lower compared to the 12.4 obtained 
by Group II. The standard deviation was 3.8303 for Group I and 
3.5291 for Group II. Statistical analysis through Independent sam-
ple t test revealed that the scores of Group I and Group II were sta-
tistically significant with a “p” value of 0.000 (p ≤ 0.05). 

Verbal fluency subtask - I (Living things-Animals): Compari-
son of mean, standard deviation and level of significance be-
tween group I and II 

Rogers and Freidman in 2008 [27] reported a mean perfor-
mance in category fluency - living task in Alzheimer’s disease as 
13.7 which is comparatively lower than the western normative 
score of 19. The above results are in coherence with the reports of 

Number of 
subjects

Max. 
Mean range Mean Standard  

Deviation SD error Level of  
significance

Group I 30 12.58 - 18.51 7.53 3.8303 0.6993 0.000
Group II 30 12.58 - 18.51 12.4 3.5291 0.6443 0.000
(p value ≤ 0.05  
indicates significant 
level of difference)

Table 2

Weiner., et al. in 2008 [17]. They observed that the patients with 
greater cognitive impairment named fewer animals in a minute. 

On comparing the verbal fluency of animals in AD patients and MCI 
group, Brandt and Manning in 2009 [28] reported increased im-
pairment in animal fluency scores than letter fluency. Hodges., et al. 
in 1990 [29] explained that animal fluency requires the systematic 
retrieval of hierarchically organized information from semantic 
memory whereas letter fluency can be successfully performed by 
relying solely upon phonemic or lexical cues to guide the retrieval 
process. This distinction in the two tests depending on the struc-
ture of semantic knowledge may explain why DAT patients perform 
poorly on animal fluency compared to letter fluency.

The percentage of repetition was 30% in Group I indicating 
more perseverative errors compared to Group II. Group I was ob-
served to produce most common and familiar animals compared 
to Group II indicating the preservation of information repetitively 
provided.

Subtask II: Man-made objects (Supermarket items)

The supermarket fluency task is an indicator of semantic 
knowledge, and subjects were allotted 60 seconds to name differ-
ent items that can be found in a supermarket. 

Verbal fluency task - II - (Man-made objects-supermarket 
items): Comparison of mean, standard deviation and level of 
significance between group I and II 

The mean score obtained by Group I and II in the supermar-
ket fluency task were 8.36 and 15.2 respectively indicating a sig-
nificantly poor performance by Group I. Group II performance was 
within normal scores. There also existed a statistically significant 
difference between groups in performance indicating a level of sig-
nificance of 0.000 (p value ≤ 0.05).

Rogers and Freidman in 2008 [27] reported a mean perfor-
mance in category fluency – non-living task in Alzheimer’s disease 
as 16.7 which is comparatively lower than the western normative 
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Number of 
subjects

Max. Mean 
score Mean Standard 

Deviation
SD er-

ror Level of significance

Group I 30 12.58 - 18.51 8.36 4.246 0.775 0.000
Group II 30 12.58 - 18.51 15.2 6.299 1.150 0.000
(p value ≤ 0.05 indicates significant 
level of difference)

Table 3

score of 19. Their results indicate that the South Indian DAT sub-
jects performed comparatively lower than the western population. 

The production of fewer number of words on the supermarket 
fluency task than the control group was observed and reported by 
Arroyo-Anlló., et al. in 2011 [31]. They compared patients with AD 
and control group using the same task. They reported that the total 
number of correct words produced and the total output (including 
errors) of each patient group were markedly low in comparison to 
that of control group.

On specific analysis of the responses, category and exemplars 
were considered to assess the extent of semantic impairment. A 
category is defined as a response (e.g. vegetable) which leaves a 
hypothetical shopper a choice with respect to the particular item 
someone would buy. An exemplar is defined as a response (e.g. to-
mato) which leaves a hypothetical shopper with no choice regard-
ing the item someone would buy. Males observed to have produced 
more categorical response in both the groups whereas females 
used more exemplars in both the groups. The DAT subjects used 
more category than exemplars. Comparatively, Group II performed 
more words per minute than Group I.

As noted by Marczinski and Kertesz, 2006 [32], these qualitative 
features of the DAT subjects’ overall deficits in verbal fluency sup-
port the proposal that a bottom-up deterioration of the hierarchi-
cal structure of semantic knowledge has occurred. So, DAT subjects 
show a specific pattern of disruption in the hierarchical structure 
of semantic knowledge, because the verbal representation of an 
object is stored with its most general attributes and name at the 
top of the hierarchy and with its specific features and exemplars at 
the bottom. While demented patients retain category labels, they 
generate few exemplars of the categories in fluency task. 

The present study also indicates that these changes in semantic 
memory are present in the early stages of DAT. Most of DAT sub-
jects were characterized by the same qualitative features: i.e. few 
examples per category and a tendency to an ‘over-representation’ 
of category labels. These results are in line with the study done by 
Arroyo-Anlló., et al. in 2011 [31].

The number of repetition was observed to be same in both the 
groups. This is in contrast to the results obtained by Arroyo-Anlló., 
et al. in 2011 [31], who reported that the AD group tends to gener-
ate more repetition errors compared to control group.

To conclude the performance on verbal fluency subtasks by 
male and female in both the groups, males performed compara-
tively better than females for subtask-I, i.e. animals whereas fe-
males performed better than males in subtask-II, i.e. supermarket 
items. Though there was no significant difference observed statis-
tically.

Functional brain imaging studies by various researchers sug-
gest the category - related semantic memory representations in 
different cortical regions. Martin and Chao in 2001 [33] reported 
that the locations of the category- related activations, especially 
for objects defined primarily by their form related features such 
as animals, faces and landmarks elicit distinct patterns of neural 
activity in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex. Similarly, naming 
man-made objects selectively activates area close to the posterior 
region of the lateral temporal lobe. This activation of the lateral 
temporal lobe is not exclusive to naming but also when answering 
written questions and imagining them.

Yasmeen., et al. in 2017 [34] found that verbal fluency is a sen-
sitive indicator of neurocognitive impairment and is affected and 
influenced by a number of variables. Semantic fluency is depen-
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dent on only on lexical retrieval speed but also on visualization 
strategies to support controlled retrieval, skills which may invari-
ably decline with age. In contrast, letter fluency relies heavily on 
vocabulary knowledge, which itself is dependent on skills acquired 
and maintained in young to old ages. Semantic memory function is 
found to be one of the earliest markers of AD, and is indicative of 
pre Alzheimer’s disease neuropathology or mild cognitive impair-
ment [35,36].

 Kerns., et al. (1999) [37] puts forth the concept of insufficient 
storage based on the association between formal thought disorder 
and loss of semantic information. Some research also indicate dif-
ficulty in the retrieval of information from an intact semantic store. 
This is formed due to considering the fact that impaired fluency 
may wrongly indicate poor semantic memory [38]. Goldberg., et 
al. (1998) [39] also reiterates that ability to access semantic stor-
age may be disrupted in the place of actual impairment in semantic 
storage. This is based on his findings while other measures of lan-
guage were relatively intact, poor performance on tests sensitive to 
organization of the semantic system was associated with impaired 
verbal fluency. 

Conclusion
Overall performance of the individuals with Dementia were 

poor compared to the normal population. Significant errors issues 
that could be observed were lexical and semantic errors. There was 
a positive relationship between phonemic cues and the responses, 
but a negative relationship between ART and the responses. The 
perceptual errors and failure to respond might be attributed to the 
progressive deterioration in the semantic ability of subjects with 
DAT. In the category fluency task or divergent naming task, the 
reduced performance of Group I compared to Group II might be 
blamed on their difficulty for systematic retrieval of hierarchically 
organised information from semantic memory. The specific char-
acteristic responses observed leads to a postulation about the in-
ability of the subjects to retrieve information from the bottom most 
part of the semantic memory network. 

Results indicate that semantic memory impairments are com-
mon in the earliest phases of DAT. Hence, assessment of semantic 
functions should be central in the speech and language and neuro-
psychological testing of pre- AD cognitive decline. 

It is also valuable to note that Divergent naming and Confron-
tation naming leads to variable results. This could be due to the 
visual stimuli present in Confrontation naming compared to the 

Auditory stimuli in Divergent naming. Moreover, the widespread 
distribution of topographical auditory naming sites within the 
temporal lobe could be a contributing factor. More research on 
this area could be fruitful in that aspect. Minimal time is required 
to implement such tests in everyday clinical practice. Confronta-
tion naming is typically impaired more earlier and severely in Al-
zheimer’s Disease and seems to decline in a more linear fashion. 
In fact, difficulties with naming have even been reported among 
people with Pre- AD cognitive decline. The contribution of work-
ing memory and cognitive flexibility may additionally factor in the 
performances.

There is a robust relationship observed between semantic pro-
cessing impairment and everyday functional competencies. Hence, 
it is important to use different cognitive retraining strategies to im-
prove the semantic processing abilities in subjects with DAT. Thus, 
we suggest that cognitive retraining of semantic memory network 
through naming practices would be a useful procedure to follow to 
improve day to day activities and functional competencies. 

Appendix
Picture naming task

S. No Stimulus Items IPA
துப்பாக்கி /ṱupa:kki/

பந்து /panḓu/
கத்தி /kaṱi/

கப் /kʌp/
ஊக்கு /u:kku/

சுத்தியல் /suṱijʌl/
ப்ரஷ் /brʌʃ/
ரப்பர் /rʌbbεr/
பூட்டு /pu:ttu/

பென்சில் /pԑnsil/
திருப்புலி /ṱiruppuli/
சாவி /sa:vi/

பேப்பர்க்ளிப் /pepʌrklip/
குழாய் /kuzha:i/
சீப்பு /si:ppu/

ரப்பர்பாண்டு /rʌbԑrbᴂnd/
கரண்டி /karʌndi/

செல்லோபோன்டேப் /selofentep/
முள்கரண்டி /mulkarʌndi/
வத்திகுச்சி /vaṱikutʃi/

Table A
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Scores

Score of 3 - Responds immediately

Score of 2 - Responds with phonemic cues

Score of 1 - Semantic paraphasia

Score of 0 - No response.

Verbal fluency task

Number of animals named in 60 seconds:____________

Verbatim:

Number of super market items named in 60 seconds:_____________ 

Verbatim:

Scoring sheet
Picture naming task

Item 
No.

Latency 
(seconds)

Response 
Obtained 

(Verbatim)
Analysis Score

Number of stimuli: 20

Number of correct responses: /20

Number of descriptive answers: /20

Number of incorrect answers: /20

Category fluency task

Number of animals named in 60 seconds:____________

Verbatim:

Number of super market items named in 60 seconds:_____________ 

Verbatim:

Score 1 point for every correct response. 

No points for repetitions or partial answers.
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